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0. INTRODUCTION 
A lattice-ordered group, written £-group, is a partially ordered group (G, ^) where 
the partial order is a lattice (meaning that each pair of elements a, b of G has a least 
upper bound a V b and a greatest lower bound a A b). An (^-subgroup A of an C-
group G is both a subgroup and a sublattice of G. A is a convex ^-subgroup of G, 
if a, b G A and a < g < b imply that g G A. A convex ^-subgroup P of G is prime 
if a A b = 0 in G implies that either a G P or b G P. A convex ^-subgroup which is 
maximal with respect to not containing some g G G is called regular and is a value 
of g. Element g is special if it has a unique value. Regular subgroups of G form a 
root system under conclusion, written T(G) (i.e. T(G) is a partially ordered set for 
which {a G T(G) | a ^ 7} is totally ordered, for any 7 G T(G).) A subset A C T(G) 
is plenary if f| A = {0} and A is a dual ideal in T(G); that is, if S G A, 7 G T(G) 
and 7 > o\ then 7 G A. If G is an abelian ^-group, then G is ^-isomorphic to an 
('-subgroup of V(r(G),H) such that if 7 is a value of g G G, then 7 is a maximal 
component of g after the embedding, where V(T(G),R) is an abelian £-group of all 
functions v on T(G) for which v(^) G R and the support of each v satisfies ascending 
chain condition. This is the result of the Conrad-Harvey-Holland embedding theorem 
for abelian lattice-ordered groups. Actually, for any abelian f-group G, there exists 
such an embedding of G into Vr(A,H), where A is any plenary subset of T(G). 
E(A,H) is an ^-subgroup of V(A,H) containing all elements v G V with finite 
supports. K(A,H) is an ^-subgroup of V(A,H) containing all elements v G V whose 
supports are contained in a finited number of roots in A. 
For any g G G, G(g) = {h G G | \h\ ^ n|O|, for some positive integer n) the 
principal convex ^-subgroup of G generated by g is the least convex ^-subgroup of G 
that contains g. 
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An element b of G is basic if the set {O G G \ 0 < O ^ b} is totally-ordered. An 
t-group G has a basis if G possesses a maximal pairwise disjoint set of elements O\. 
and in addition, each G(g\) is a totally ordered-group. 
An ("-group is laterally complete (conditionally laterally complete) if for any subset 
(bounded subset) {O0. | o G A} of disjoint positive elements. V ga exists. 
A 
An i-group G is finite-valued if every element of G has only a finite number of 
values; this is equivalent to that every element of G can be expressed as a finite sum 
of disjoint special elements. Each element of G is also called finite-valued. An (-
group G is special-valued if G has a plenary subset of special values; this is equivalent 
to tha t each positive element of G can be expressed as the join of a set of pairwise 
disjoint positive special elements. A positive element g of G is special-valued if g can 
be expressed as the join of disjoint special elements. 
An ('-group is archiinedean if for any elements g and //,, ng ^ h for all positive 
integers n implies that g ^ 0. Two positive elements g and h are O-equivalent if 
there exists a positive integer // so that O $C nh and // ^ ng. If G is an ('-subgroup of 
H, and for each h G H+, there exists O G G + so that h and g are O-equivalent, then 
we say tha t H is an O-extension of G. H is O-closed if H admits no O-extensions. H 
is an O-closure of G, if H is an O-closed O-extension of G. 
A torsion class is a class of lattice-ordered groups that is closed under convex (-
subgroups, C-homomorphic images, and joins of convex /-subgroups. For an ('-group 
G and a torsion class T, T(G) indicates the join of all the convex ^-subgroups of G 
tha t belong to T. T(G) is then the largest convex (-subgroup of G that belongs to 
T, called the torsion radical of G. A quasi-torsion class is a class of t-groups which 
is closed under convex (-subgroups, complete (;-homoniorphic images, and joins of 
convex ^-subgroups. Finite1-valued t-groups form a torsion class Fv, and special-
valued ("-groups form a quasi-torsion classes S. 
1. M A X I M A L FINITE-VALUED SUBGROUPS 
Def in i t ion. A finite-valued subgroup of an (-group G is an {'-subgroup U such 
tha t each g G U is finite-valued in G. 
An ("-subgroup of G that is finite-valued as an ('-group may not be a finite-valued 
oo 
subgroup of G. For example, if G = \\ Hi, then the subgroup [ ( 1 , 1 , 1 , . . .)] generated 
i=i 
by (1,1,1, . . .) is an ('-subgroup of G that is finite valued as an ("-group but is not a 
finite-valued subgroup of G. 
Let U be a finite-valued subgroup of G, then each /-subgroup of U is a finite-valued 
subgroup of G. Moreover, U is finite-valued as an (-group. For let P be a value of 
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0 < u G U. Then there exists a value Q of u in G such that Q fl U = P [8]. Since // 
lias only a finite number of values in G, it lias only a finite number of values in U. 
If . . . C Ga, C Cp C . . . is a chain of finite-valued subgroups of G, then \J Cn is 
a. finite-valued subgroup of G. So each finite-valued subgroup U is contained in a 
maximal finite-valued subgroup of G. 
If IV is an a-extension of a finite-valued subgroup U of G, then W is a finite-valued 
subgroup of G. Thus each maximal finite-valued subgroup of G is a-closed in G. For 
if 0 < w G IV, then there exists 0 < u G U, such that nw > u and nu > iv for some 
n > 0. In particular, uj and H have the same values in G, so w is finite-valued in 
G. If o is an £-automorphism of G, then Ua is a finite-valued subgroup of G, and 
if U is maximal, then so is Ua. In fact, a G G is finite-valued if and only if ga is 
finite-valued. Thus, of course, Fv(G)a = FV(G), where FV(G) is the finite-valued 
torsion radical for G. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1.1. If U is a finite-valued subgroup of G, fJien so is U + FV(G), 
where FV(G) is the torsion radical of G for the torsion class of finite-valued Ugroups. 
Thus if U is a maximal finite-valued subgroup of G, then U D FV(G). 
P r o o f. U + FV(G) is an (-subgroup of G, since U is an f-subgroup and FV(G) 
is an ('-ideal. Now consider 0 < g = a + b G U + FV(G), where a G U and b G FV(G). 
We have <y + FV(G) = a + FV(G), so without loss of generality, we may assume that 
a > 0. 
0 < g = a + b = (ai V a2 V . . . V a ,J + b 
= ai V a2 V . . . V ak V afc+i V aA.+2 V . . . V an + b 
where 0 < a?: are disjoint and special, a; £ FV(G), for / = 1 , . . . , k, and a; G FV(G), 
for / = /»• + ! , . . . , H. 
Now a,A + i V a/.+2 V . . . V a„. + b = bi + b2 + . . . + b/n, where b^ are special and 
NA| /> i | = 0. 
Now we use the fact tha t the sum of twro positive finite-valued elements is finite-
valued. If each bi > 0, then g is finite-valued. Suppose that bi < 0, then since g is 
positive, \b;\ <C a,j, for a unique j , so 
0 < g = av V a2 V . . . V a5 + bi V . . . V ak + b2 + b3 + . . . + b?n. 
Continue this process until the remaining b; are positive. But then g is the sum 
of two positive finite-valued elements . • 
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T h e o r e m 1.2. FV(G) is the intersection of all maximal finite-valued subgroups 
ofG. 
P r o o f . By the last proposition, FV(G) is contained in the intersection of all 
maximal finite-valued subgroups of G. We will show that for each 0 < a E G\FV(G), 
there exists a maximal finite-valued subgroup that does not contain a. If a has an 
infinite number of values, then a does not belong to any finite-valued subgroup. Now 
suppose a is finite-valued, then 
a = Oi V O2 V . . . V an 
where ai > 0 are disjoint and special. 
Wi thou t loss of generality, we assume that Oi ^ FV(G), so a\ >> b > 0, where 
b is infinite-valued; thus the ("-subgroup of G generated by a -f- b is a finite-valued 
subgroup that contains a + b but not a. Each maximal finite-valued subgroup that 
contains a + b does not contain a. D 
Corol lary 1.3. C is the largest finite-valued subgroup of G if and only if C = 
FV(G) = all the finite-valued elements ofG. 
Corol lary 1.4. For an £-group G, the following are equivalent. 
(1) There exists a largest finite-valued subgroup ofG. 
(2) FV(G) consists of all the finite-valued elements ofG. 
(3) If0<a< b, and b is special, then a is finite-valued. 
(4) Ifb is special, then each regular subgroup of G(b) is special. 
(5) FV(G) contains all the special elements ofG. 
P r o o f . By Corollary 1.3, (1) +—» (2). 
Clearly (2) —* (3) — • (5) —• (2). 
By Theorem 2.2 [8], (4) holds if and only if each G(b) with b special is finite-valued, 
so (4) if and only if (2). D 
The set of all convex ^-subgroups of G is denoted Y(G). Y?(G) forms a distributive 
lattice where the meet operation is the intersection and the join opera t ion is the join 
as subgroups of G. 
Note that FV(G) = \J{G(b) | each regular subgroup of G(b) is special}, and so is 
an invariant of the lattice %(G). Hence Y,(G) determines whether or not G has a 
largest finite-valued subgroup. 
Suppose G is a special-valued £-group, and let A be the plenary set of special 
values of T(G). We consider the following properties of G. 
(a) A contains no copies of 
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(b) G(g) has a finite basis for each special element g G G. 
(c) FV(G) consists of all the finite-valued elements in G, so FV(G) = F(G), where 
F is the torsion class of all ^-groups such that G(g) has a finite basis for each g G G. 
(d) FV(G) is the largest finite-valued subgroup of G. 
(e) There exists a largest finite-valued subgroup of G. 
(f) FV(G) consists of all the finite-valued elements of G. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1.5. (a) <—> (b) <—•> (c) —•> (d) —•> (e) i—•> (f), and if G is 
conditionally laterally complete, then (e) —> (a). 
P r o o f . Clearly (a) *—» (b) and (c) — • (d) —> (e) <—> (f). 
(b) — > (c) If 0 < g G G is finite-valued, then g = gi \/ g2V .. .V gn, where O; are 
disjoint and special. Each G(g) G F, so G(gi) C F(G), and hence G(O) C F(G). 
(c) —;> (b) If O is special, then a G F(G). So G(O) C F(G), and hence C7(o) has 
only a finite number of roo ts. 
Now suppose that G is conditionally laterally complete, and A contains a copy of 
0 0 0 
1 2 з 
Let gi > 0 be special with value i, and let g = \j gi, then g0 > g, which contradicts 
i = i 
(3) of the above corollary. So (e) is false. Therefore we have (e) — > (a). • 
In general, (e) —•> (a) is no t true. For example, if G = E(A,1x), and A contains 
a copy of / \ \ 
O O D O O O 
then G satisfies (f) bu t no t (a). 
Now we consider {'-groups E(A,H) and F(A,R). They are bo th finite-valued 
subgroups of V(A,R). 
Coro l lary 1.6. The following are equivalent. 
(1) A contains no copy of /\\ 
O O D O O O 
(2) The principal convex C-subgroup V(v) of V(A,R) has a finite basis for each 
special element v G V(A,R). 
(3) F(V) consists of all the finite-valued elements in V(A, R). 
(4) F(V) is the largest finite-valued subgroup ofV(A,R). 
(5) There exists a largest finite-valued subgroup ofV(A, R). 
(G) FV(V) consists of all the finite-valued elements in V(A,R). 
Let U be a finite-valued subgroup of G. If 0 < u G U, then u = Hi + u2 + . . . F un, 
where H?- are disjoint and special in G. We say that U is sa tura ted if each m G U. 
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T h e o r e m 1.7. Each maximal finite-valued subgroup of an Ugroup G is satu-
rated. 
P r o o f . Let A be a finite-valued ^-subgroup of G; let O G A and x be a compo-
nent of O. Let B be the ^-subgroup of G generated by A and ;r, we will show that B 
is finite-valued. 
Let h G B, then h = \J Ajw{j, where I and J are finite sets and Wij is in the 
/ 
subgroup of G generated by A and x. Let M be a value of h in G. Then M + Ji = 
M + (\/ AjWij) — V Aj(M + Wij) and so there exists (i,j) G / x J such that 
M + h = M + w^. Thus M is also a value of Wij. Thus if each w^ can be shown 
to be finite-valued, then the values of h are in the union of the sets of values of the 
ivij's, and this union is necessarily finite. 
So let M be a value of wij. Now w^ can be written in the form (six) + Oi + 
(E2X) + O2 + .. . + (en+ix), where Si can be + or —. and m G A. Define O0 to be 0 
and Ui to be equal to (six) + Oi + (e2x) + O2 + • • • + (-/-
r) + &•/• For 0 ^ i ^ n. define 
bi+i G A by 
0, if x G -U{ + M + //+; 
1 g, if x ^ -H; + M + iti. 
Thus if x G M , then AI + (ei:r) = M + 0 = M + (^ibi), while if x £ M, then g-x G M. 
and so M + (six) = A4 + (siO) = M + (^ibi). So in either cases, M + (eix) + Oi = 
M + (eib i) + «i • Likewise, the choice of b2 guarantees that M + (^ibi) + Oi + (^2-
r) = 
M + (ei&i) + Oi + (e2b2) and so AL + (eyx) + Oi + (s2x) = M + ( e ^ i ) + Oi + (z2b2). 
Continuing, we see that M + Wjj = M + (ei&i) + Oi + . . . + (snbn) + On + (sn+ib ; i + i ) . 
Thus M is a value of (ei&i) + Oi + . . . + (enbn) + O„ + (s ( l +ib a +i) . 
Now (^ibi) + Oi + . . . + (s7lbn) +O n + (5 ; i+ib ; l+i) G A and so has only finitely many 
values. Since this element of A was constructed from //';; by choosing either 0 or g 
for each occurrence of x in the representation of u'/j, the values of Wij are a subset 
of the values of the at most 2" possible elements formed from Wij in this fashion. 
Since all of these have only finitely many values, w;j can have only finitely values as 
well. • 
2. F I N I T E - V A L U E D SUBGROUPS OF AN ABELIAN ("-GROUP 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 1 . For a tinite-valued subgroup U of an abelian ('-group G. the 
following are equivalent. 
(1) U is a maximal tinite-valued subgroup of G. 
(2) U is a-closed in G\ and for each special value <) in T(G). there exists a special 
element u G U with value 6. 
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P r o o f . (1 —•> 2) Suppose there is no special element in U with value S. Then 
since U is saturated, there is no element in U with value S. Since G is abelian, we 
can embed G into V(T(G),R) so tha t the characteristic function xs on S belongs to 
G. We will show tha t U 0 [xs] is a finite-valued subgroup of G, but this contradicts 
the maximality of U. 
Clearly U ® [x^] is a subgroup of G. Consider u + n\s, and we need to show 
tha t (u + nxs) V 0 G U 0 [x^]. This is clear if H has a value greater than S, or 
if |H| A \xs\ — 0- Now suppose u has values that are less than <5, we have u = 
//,! + u-2 + . . . + //7l, with |Hi| disjoint and special. Suppose that |Hi + . . . + Hm| < \\s\, 
and |Hm+i + • • • + un\ A |x<$| = 0. 
If u < 0, then (u + n\s) V 0 = (um+i + ... + Hn) V 0, and 
If •//, > 0, then (u + n\5) V 0 = Hi + . . . + um + n\s + (H?n+i + . . . + un) V 0, Here 
again we use the fact tha t U is saturated to get that in both cases, (u + nxs) v 0 
belongs to U 0 [\s]. Thus U + [\$] is an Usubgroup of G, and we have shown that 
each positive element in U (& [\s] is finite-valued in G. Since a maximal finite-valued 
subgroup is a-closed, U is a-closed in G. 
(2 —> 1) If U C VV C G, where IV is a finite-valued subgroup of G, then W is an 
a-extension of U, but U is a-closed. Therefore U = IV. D 
Coro l lary 2 .2 . If U is a maximal finite-valued subgroup of an abelian t-group 
G, then T(U) = A, where A is the set of special values ofT(G). 
Thus if U and V are maximal finite-valued subgroups of G, then they are o-
equivalent in the following sense: 
For each 0 < u G U, there exists 0 < v G V such that nu > v and nv > u for some 
// > 0, and 
For each 0 < v G V, there exists 0 < u G U such that DU > H and Em > U for some 
n > 0. 
For non-abelian ^-groups, example 4.1 shows that the proposition and the corollary 
do not hold. 
For the rest of this section, we will use Gs to denote the regular subgroup of G, 
and Gs the cover of Gs-
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 3 . If U is a maximal Unite-valued subgroup of a divisible abelian 
('-group G, and S is a special value in T(G), then Us/Us = G
s/G&. Thus if G is a 
vector lattice, then Us/Us = 17. 
P r o o f . Since U is a-closed in the divisible group G, U is divisible. Hence U + Gs 
is divisible as well. 
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Suppose tha t s is special in G with value Gs, and that s $ U + Gs. Then, since 
U + Gs is divisible and s £ U + Gs, ns & U + Gs for any integer n ^ 0. Since U is 
a maximal finite-valued ^-subgroup of G, U + [s] is not finite-valued. So there exist 
u G U and an integer n / 0 such that u + ns is not finite-valued. 
Now u — u\ + H2 + •••+- Uk as a sum of pairwise disjoint special elements of 
G. If there exists 1 ^ i $J k such that the value of H; contains Gs, then Hz + ns 
is special with the same value as that of ui, and so u + ns is finite-valued, which 
of course contradicts the statement above that u + ns is not finite-valued. If the 
value of each U{ is incomparale to Gs, then u + ns is finite-valued. So there exists 
a subset S C {Hi ,^2,. •. ,Uk) such that the values of i/.,- G S are strictly contained 
in Gs. Without loss of generality, we can assume there exists 0 < m ^ k such that 
if 0 < i ^ m, U{ G 5 , and if I > in, ii{ ^ S. But then (ai -f u2 + .. . + um) + ns is 
special with value Gs, and so ns + u is finite-valued. 
Thus every special element of G with value Gs is in U -f Gs- Now let 0 < g G G 
with value Gs and let s > 0 be a special element of G with value Gs- There exists 
an integer k such tha t ks + Gs > g + Gs > Gs, and so ks A g is special in G with 
value Gs- Since (ks A g) + Gs = g + Gs and ks A O G U -f G«s, g G U + Gs. Thus 
u — u -h CT^, ana so ^ - c;^ _ Lr,nG(. - Ll. . -
T h e o r e m 2 .4 . Suppose G is a special-valued divisible abelian E-group, then with-
out loss of generality, 
^(A,Rs)CGCV(A,Rs) 
where Gs/Gs — Rs a divisible subgroup of R and G is an ('-subgroup ofV(A, Rs). 
IfU is a maximal finite-valued subgroup ofG, then there exists an d-automorphism 
a such that 
_ ( A , Rs) C UO C GO C V'(A, Rs) 
and Uo is an a-closure of _ ( A , Rs) in Ga. 
P r o o f . We have shown that U is special-valued with plenary set A of special 
values, each U6/Us — Rs, and U is a-closed in G. 
Thus there exists an ^'-isomorphism a of U into V'(A. Rs) such that 
Z(XRS) QUaCV(A,Rs) 
and a can be extented to G, and hence to an ^-automorphism of V(A,RS). Since 
UO- is finite-valued, it is an a-extension of _ (A,H c 0 in GO. • 
Coro l lary 2.5. A satisfies the descending chain condition if and only if that 
E(A,RS) = F(A,RS). If this is the case, then each maximal finite-valued subgroup 
of G is isomorphic to _(A,I? (s). 
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P r o o f . The proof of Theorem 4.4 in [8] shows that F(A,Rs) is an a-closure of 
S ( A , Rs) in V(A, Rs), for any choice of Rs. D 
Coro l lary 2.6. If U is a maximal finite-valued subgroup ofV(A,R), then there 
exists an P-automorphism of U such that S(A,H ) C Ua, and Ua is an a-closure of 
E(A, R). Thus the maximal hnite-valued subgroups ofV(A, R) are the a-closures of 
E ( A , H ) . 
Coro l lary 2.7. If A satishes the descending chain condition, then 
E(A,H ) = F(A,R) is a-closed, and V(A,R) = E ( A , H ) L , the lateral completion 
of S ( A , R). Thus each maximal finite-valued subgroup U of V(A, R) is isomorphic 
to E ( A , I t ) . In fact, there exists an £-automorphism a ofV(A,R) such that Ua = 
X.(A, R). In particular, U is a vector lattice. 
Now we consider all the maximal finite-valued subgroups of V(A,R). Since each 
maximal finite-valued subgroup is a-closed, by the results of [5], we have the following 
proposition. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.8. For V(A,R), the following are equivalent. 
(1) A satisfies the descending chain condition, where A contains all the branch 
points of A. 
(2) F(A,R) is the unique abelian a-closure of E ( A , H ) . 
(3) E(A,H ) has a unique abelian a-closure. 
(4) Each maximal hnite-valued subgroup ofV(A,R) is isomorphic to F(A, R). 
(5) All the maximal hnite-valued subgroups ofV(A,R) are isomorphic. 
(6) Each hnite-valued subgroup ofV(A,R) has a unique a-closure. 
P r o o f . The equivalence of (1), (2), and (3) is given in Theorem 1.2.6 in [5]. 
The rest follows the fact tha t each maximal finite-valued subgroup is a-closed. D 
3. S T R U C T U R E O F FV(G) 
Let C / 0 be a convex ^-subgroup of an £-group G, and «y be the collection of 
prime subgroups of G tha t do not contain C\ J is an ideal of the set of all prime 
subgroups of G. Let Sf be the collection of proper prime subgroups of C. For each 
M G J?, we have 
a: M —•» AIO = AI n C 
a is a 1-1 inclusion preserving map of J^ onto y . AI is regular in G if and only if 
AIO is regular in C and AI is special in G if and only if AIO is special in C. 
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Let A be the set of regular subgroups of G that do not contain G. Then A is an 
ideal of V(G) and a induces an isomorphism of A onto T(G), and A = V(G). G G Fv 
if and only if A consists of special elements. 
We say A is a special ideal of V(G), if it is an ideal of special elements in T(G). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 .1 . Let A be a special ideal ofT(G). For each X G A, pick a special 
element 0 < c\ £ G with value X. 
1. The principal convex ('-subgroup G(c\) G Fv and F(G(c\)) = principal ideals 
(X) of A = principal ideals (A) ofT(G). 
2. H = V G(cx) G Fv and F(H) *_ A. 
A 
3. There is a 1-1 order preserving map between finite-valued convex C-subgroups 
C of G and special ideals A o fT(G) . So the finite valued convex f-subgroups are 
freely generated by the largest special ideals A ofT(G) . 
\jG(cx)<—A 
A 
G —r T(C) =" A 
P r o o f . 1. Let G\ be the regular subgroup of G. The regular subgroups of 
G(CA) correspond to the regular subgroups of G contained in G\ and these are all 
special. Thus each regular subgroup of G(c\) is special, so G(CA) £ Fv. 
2. This follows from the fact that Fv is a torsion class. 
3. If G is a finite-valued convex ^-subgroup of G, then T(C) is isomorphic to a 
special ideal A of T(G), i.e. the G\ G T(G) that do not contain G. 
Conversely, given a special ideal A of T(G), let H he as in 2, then T(H) = A. • 
Coro l lary 3 .2 . If G G F,.. then A = T(G) is .spcriai valued, so T(G) frcWy 
generates &(G). 
If Ai and A2 are special ideals in T(G), then Ai U A-j is a special ideal in T(G). 
Let A be the largest special ideal in T(G) and A = {A G A | (A) contains only a 
finite number of roots}. Then A is an ideal of A and hence an ideal of T(G). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 .3 . 1. FV(G) = \JG(e6), and G G Fv if and only if A = T(G). 
A 
2. F(G) = \/G(c\), and G G F if and only if A = T(G). 
A 
3. F ( G ) = FV(G) if and only if A = A. 
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4. E X A M P L E S 
and let Л 
Let H = V(A,Z) and let G = ZWxH be the wreath product of Z and H. G is 
a special-valued /!-group, and (7 = V(A, Z) as a set, but with a different operation. 
oo 
Let U = £ c^ w h e r e 
S(A,z), ifn = 0; 
[(1,1,/, !,...)]• i f » - ź O . 
U is a finite-valued subgroup of C, and ^-subgroup of G tha t contains U and an 
element with value a is not finite-valued. So proposition 2.1 does not hold for non-
abelian ^-groups. 
0 
4.2 LetA = /f\ aiidV = V(A,R). 
0 0 0 
1 2 3 
L c t a = (1,0,1,0,1,0,..)' a n d b = (o,-,o,*,o,-,.J-
0 0 
Then S = Qa -f Qb + ^ I?? is a finite valued subgroup of V, so it is contained in 
a maximal finite-valued subgroup U of V. U is not a subspace of V, otherwise 
ҡa~b= [ ° І G ^ 
Ч7Г, — 7 ľ , 7 Г , —7T,7Г, — Ҡ, . , 
( 7 r o - 6 ) v o = ( n° ) £f/ 
VTT,0, 7r,0,7r,0,. . 7 
but is not finite-valued. 
Note that we know each maximal finite-valued subgroup of V is isomorphic to 
__.(A,I?), (since A satisfies the descending chain condition), so U is a vector lattice. 
Lot C be the characteristic function on A 
0 0 
Then I I = RC -f ^ I?7 is a finite-valued subgroup of V(A,R) tha t does not 
7 = 1 
contain __](A,I?). We show that H is a maximal finite-valued subgroup of V. For 
suppose U is finite-valued subgroup of V tha t properly contains I I , and we pick 
c = ( "l) ) eU\H, then 
"° ) - ( "" W ° )*» 
vi,v-2,vz,.. 7 y ; o , n . , ^ 0 , . . 7 y
J i - ^o, <'2 - v0,v:l -v0,...J 
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so all but a finite number of the V{ — VQ must be zero, but v G H. contradiction. 
4.3 A maximal ^-subgroup does not necessarily have1 property F. 




and V = V(A,R). Then 
E(Ai,i?) C E(A2,Ix) C £(A3 , / t) C E(A4,i?,) C . . . 
all E(Aj,i?) have property F, i.e., each 0 < g G E(A;,1t) exceeds at most finite 
number of disjoint elements. But the join of them does not have property F. 
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